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Listening Comprehension Test
This report by Christopher Ingraham is about residents of the Shetland Islands who take offense
at inset maps.
You have two minutes to read through the questions. After you have heard the text once, there
will be a pause of one minute before you hear the text again. You will then have two minutes to
finalize your answers. If several answers are correct, tick all correct boxes.
1. A new Scottish law imposes strict regulations on how maps of the Shetland Islands
are …
 included by Google maps.
 drawn by government mapmakers.
 used by geography teachers.
 digitalized by university libraries.
2. The ‘lazy mapping practice’ has been an issue among Shetlanders because the
Shetland Islands are …
 drawn too small.
 left out.
 placed too close to the Scottish mainland.
 shown without their name.
3.






Inaccurate maps of the Shetland Islands confuse …
fishermen
politicians
students
ferry captains
visitors

4.





The effect of the new law would be that Scottish maps would …
include a large area of blank space.
be more expensive.
need to be reprinted.
make the Shetland Islands appear smaller.

5.





Cartographers can still disregard the new rules if they …
include a note in the map.
draw smaller-sized tourist maps.
find reasons not to comply and spell these out.
produce maps for private companies.
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6. Fill in the blanks.

But Scott says the practice is __________________ for Shetland. “Shetlanders have
long been irritated by the lazy mapping practice of putting the __________________ in
[a] box hovering off the east coast, which confuses __________________, politicians
and posties alike,” he said in a __________________ release announcing the
legislation __________________ this year. “The logistics of getting to and from
Shetland are all too often __________________, and this has a serious impact on the
__________________ of the islands.”

7. Are the following statements true false? Tick the correct box.
Statement
a) So far, maps have displayed remote Scottish islands in boxes or other inset spaces.
b) It is common practice on maps of the United States to insert Alaska and Hawaii
under California.
c) Pilots have complained about the representation of the Shetland Islands in maps of
Scotland.
d) Inaccurate maps have serious economic consequences for the Shetland Islands
according to Tavish Scott, Member of the Scottish Parliament.
e) The Ordnance Survey, Britain’s official mapping agency, supports the new Scottish
law.
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ANSWER KEY
1. A new Scottish law imposes strict regulations on how maps of the Shetland Islands
are …
 included by Google maps.
 drawn by government mapmakers.
 used by geography teachers.
 digitalized by university libraries.
2. The ‘lazy mapping practice’ has been an issue among Shetlanders because the
Shetland Islands are …
 drawn too small.
 left out.
 placed too close to the Scottish mainland.
 shown without their name.
3.






Inaccurate maps of the Shetland Islands confuse …
fishermen
politicians
students
ferry captains
visitors

4.





The effect of the new law would be that Scottish maps would …
include a large area of blank space.
be more expensive.
need to be reprinted.
make the Shetland Islands appear smaller.

5.





Cartographers can still disregard the new rules if they …
include a note in the map.
draw smaller-sized tourist maps.
find reasons not to comply and spell these out.
produce maps for private companies.

6. Fill in the blanks.
But Scott says the practice is wrong for Shetland. “Shetlanders have long been irritated
by the lazy mapping practice of putting the isles in [a] box hovering off the east coast,
which confuses visitors, politicians and posties alike,” he said in a news release
announcing the legislation earlier this year. “The logistics of getting to and from
Shetland are all too often overlooked, and this has a serious impact on the economies
of the islands.”
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7. Are the following statements true false? Tick the correct box.
Statement
a) So far, maps have displayed remote Scottish islands in boxes or other inset spaces.
b) It is common practice on maps of the United States to insert Alaska and Hawaii
under California.

True

x
x

c) Pilots have complained about the representation of the Shetland Islands in maps of
Scotland.
d) Inaccurate maps have serious economic consequences for the Shetland Islands
according to Tavish Scott, Member of the Scottish Parliament.

x
x

e) The Ordnance Survey, Britain’s official mapping agency, supports the new Scottish
law.
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